RETAIL: CHANGE CUSTOMER
CASE STUDY

OUR CLIENT
A well-known high street DIY retailer procured a new
marketing Agile Operating Model, engaged us to provide
best practice change management support on the Retail
Marketing Transformation Programme.

With 40 percent of its customers beginning their home improvement
journeys online, Homebase recognised a valuable opportunity to drive
digital revenues—but how could it inspire more visitors to purchase?

THE CHALLENGE
•
•
•

The programme was kicked off to resolve a mandatory
compliance issue, and replace out-of-date retail
marketing technology
The client also chose to use this as an opportunity to
drive transformational change in customer contact in line
with their business strategy
As a result, a number of retail IT initiatives were launched
and needed change support, including a new website and
digital marketing solution
Homebase designed a fresh e-commerce experience
supported by IBM® Commerce solutions, enabling it to
understand individual customer preferences, serve
tailored content and streamline every journey.
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We set up a design group which consisted of representatives from Customer
service, marketing and Data management. We ran a series of interactive,
hands-on workshops with this group, and used them to:
•
•
•

Define and prioritise requirements
Identify business success criteria
Pilot new technology

We were also responsible for all key change initiatives across
the Retail Transformation Programme. These included:
•

AIM
•
•
•
•

To understand what culture is and why it is important.
To encourage participants to actively consider and discuss the culture of their own organisation.
To elicit and compare the different perspectives that will exist about the organisation’s existing culture.
To consider the appropriateness of the organisation’s current culture to drive future business success
(optional – for culture change workshops).

•

Defining and delivering the
change approach – impact
analysis, stakeholder engagement,
training, business readiness,
adoption tracking, post go-live
support etc.
Ensuring that store teams WHEN
were
ready, willing and able to adopt
new ways of working and
technology so that benefits could
be realised quickly
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OUTCOME
•
•
•
•
•
•

Today the client offers product recommendations and promotions tailored to each digital visitor’s
individual preferences—attracting 30 percent more online visitors and driving double-digit sales
growth on all digital channels. Learn how they successfully:
Transformed their e-commerce platform into an interactive, inspirational showroom
Shrunk bounce rates for key search and category pages by an average of 10 percent
Attracted 30 percent more online visitors
The result was a highly engaged design team who were vocal about how excited they were about
the changes. They championed the new customer service strategy and new ways of working with
their colleagues, area managers and regional controllers
There were high engagement levels across Retail due to the success of the project This resulted in
fantastic PR for the IT department and the overall IT transformation

